
New questions – track and explore brand perception and loyalty

Highly cost-effective syndicated model

Compare industry, retail, corporate and public sector Funds

Larger sample sizes and better benchmarking data
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Industry wide assessment of attitudes, 
advocacy, satisfaction and loyalty
Now in its twelfth year, this highly regarded, independent, syndicated research program is unlike any 
other available to Australian Superannuation Funds. 
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Measure and compare shifts in your Members’ and Employers’ attitudes over time

Know exactly where your Fund performs well and where the Fund can improve

Independent, best practice assessment of industry, retail, public sector and corporate funds

Identify and monitor emerging trends – within your Fund and industry wide 

Customer Experience matters

Getting members to engage is a challenge every Fund faces. 
But when you are successful, what happens? 

Is their experience positive? Are they getting the answers they 
need? Does it nurture their relationship with your Fund? 

Providing members and employers with a great experience is 
just as important as trying to engage and educate them. 
Because, positive experiences build trust and loyalty. 

Through the CSBA & FEAL Superannuation CX Benchmarking 
Program, you can see exactly how your member and employer 
experiences are impacting on satisfaction, trust and loyalty. 

Ongoing measurement and assessment

The program involves two waves of research each year in 
February and July. 

Previously, CSBA conducted telephone interviews with 
members and employers who contacted your Fund by phone 
in the last six months.

This year, the sample will be broadened to include those who 
have contacted your fund using other channels – including 
face-to-face, telephone, email and live chat. This will deliver 
more relevant insights, better reflecting the sentiment of your 
membership.

The findings will be collated to provide you with a 
comprehensive industry benchmark, that allows you to see 
exactly how your Fund compares. 

Detailed in-depth reporting and comparisons allow you to 
contextualise your results, understand how your Fund is 
performing and identify opportunities to evolve and improve. 

A unique collaboration
Created by CSBA, FEAL and Melbourne Business School in 
2009, the program is  highly regarded for providing Australian 
Superannuation Funds with an independent and consistent 
measurement of Member and Employer satisfaction, trust, 
advocacy and loyalty. 

.

“Exceptionally well rounded and thorough 
program, looking at member engagement 

and satisfaction in a multitude of ways. 
Very insightful.”

– Fund Executive



Essential insights
Exceptional value
The 2020 Program will continue to provide in-depth data and insights, allowing your Fund to develop and 
implement strategies and initiatives that increase member and employer satisfaction, trust, advocacy and retention. 
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Likelihood to recommend (NPS)

Ease of dealing with Fund

Overall satisfaction Likelihood to switch

Quality of communications

Trust and feeling valued

Key drivers of NPS, Ease and Satisfaction

ESSENTIAL
INSIGHTS
Discover what your Members and 
Employers think and feel about your 
Fund.

Key service attributes 

CRITICAL
KNOWLEDGE

Analyse data across different member cohorts and demographics

Identify specific opportunities to improve satisfaction and retention

Discover which members are most likely to leave

Stay abreast of emerging trends, attitudes and behaviours

Benchmark NPS, Ease, Overall Satisfaction, Trust and Likelihood to Switch, providing valuable context to your Funds’ results 

INDEPENDENT 
BENCHMARK.

See how your member’s and employers’ perceptions compare to other Funds

Two tickets to the highly-regarded annual CSBA FEAL Superannuation Customer Experience Forum in October 2020 (valued at $1,980 + GST)
COLLABORATE &
NETWORK
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2020- 2021
Program enhancements
After seeking feedback from industry partners and Participants to help us evolve the 
Program and ensure it maintains relevance and value, this year sees a variety of 
enhancements to Program – all designed to provide you with better data, better insights and 
better value for money. 
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Larger Sample sizes – for greater breadth and depth of insights

Better benchmarking data 

New themes – explore and track brand perception and loyalty

To provide you with more robust benchmarking data, we’ve 
increased the number of large funds surveyed, delivering 
greater context and allowing you to see how your fund 
compares to funds of all types and sizes.

• Member benchmarking – large funds surveyed will 
increase to 15 and the sample size will more than double.

• Employer benchmarking – large funds surveyed will 
increase to 10 and the sample size will increase four-fold.

Member research
To provide better quality insights and greater breadth and 
depth, the base member research program will include:
• 200 telephone surveys – with options to increase
• Minimum 100+ online surveys* – uncapped 
• Online survey of all members – providing a benchmark 

of key CX metrics across the entire membership.

Employer research 
The enhanced 2020 employer research program will now 
include as standard:
• 100 telephone surveys – with options to increase
• Minimum 100+ online surveys* (uncapped), providing 

greater insight into broader employer sentiment.

New questions, focused on understanding your member’s 
and employer’s relationship with your brand will provide 
you with the ability to explore and track:

• Brand loyalty, perceptions and beliefs.
• Drivers and factors that contribute to brand loyalty.
• Risk factors that influence switching.

Online Dashboard reporting – standard
All Funds participating in the Program will benefit from 
the new interactive online Dashboard Reporting Tool. 
With a host of easy-to-use analysis and reporting 
functions, the dashboard will allow you to:

• Drill down deeper than ever before – by
demographics, cohorts, enquiry types and 
behaviours. 

• Compare year-on-year historical data.
• Extract and export data and reports as you need.
• Perform your own analysis.

Two user licenses (normally valued at $2,500 + GST per 
year) are included as standard. 
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Member research

• Surveys of members who recently contacted the fund
- 200 Telephone interviews (per wave)
- 100+ Online surveys (per wave)*

• Online all member survey – uncapped
• Insights Report and Online Dashboard reporting access

Employer research

• 100 Telephone interviews (per wave) of employers who have recently contacted the fund 
• Online survey of employers who have recently 

contacted the fund – uncapped (minimum of 100 responses)*
• Insights Report and Online Dashboard reporting access

FEAL Members enjoy a 5% discount on total registration fees

Member and employer
program options
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The syndicated nature of the program makes it exceptional value for money –
at a fraction of the cost of similar custom research. 

Register for more than one wave to unlock further savings. 

If you have questions about the Program or 
would like to register for the next wave please 
contact:

Nicole Linguey
CX Director | Finance
nicole.linguey@csba.com.au
03 9605 4921

Sam Monteath
Senior CX Consultant
sam.monteath@csba.com.au
0417 444 227
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